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Amazing Paper Designs - Premium Sales Pages Templates Top Quality Templates Designed By Industry

Leaders! Even If You Don't Have Photoshop & Any Design Experience, You Will Be Able To Edit These

And Use Them Every Day For Any Product Or Project Your Working On! As a internet marketer, we both

know that having quality "ready to use" templates are a MUST have because we don't have to wait

around for a designer, or even hire one! That is why I put this package together because I know how

important this is, and how it will improve your productivity tenfold! These aren't just thrown together

templates, they are stunning works of art that are designed to be marketing effective (and not just pretty).

I think you will be impressed on what I have got for you here.. Scroll down to check out every template

your getting... Your getting 7 of them! :) You Are Going To Be Able To Use 7 New Unique Mini-Site

Templates That Have NEVER Been Released Before! You are going to be getting 7 different unique

mini-site templates to fit almost any project you or your clients will need. Each one designed by an

industry design leader, and hand crafted to perfection. Using the latest and hottest trends in web design;

Paper Realism. Each template in this package is completely unique, and will allow you to get that perfect

paper look. These can be used for any niche, and they can be a great marketing tactic! Anything that

captures the attention of your prospects will help you get sales, and having a stunning web site design is

the key that will set you apart from others in your niche. Template #1: CleanNoteBook... This is the

cleanest looking template in the package. Sporting stunning crisp graphics that will capture the attention

of your audience instantly! This template is inspired by a pad of paper, that can be used for any project, or

any product. There is no other template packages on the market that has this kind of quality, and design.

------------------------------------------------------------ This template package comes with a .PSD file were you are

free to change anything you like. Also comes with an easy to edit .html/.css files were you can simply

copy & past your sales copy. Finally, there is a easy to follow tutorial! :) Template #2: Blackboard... If your

teaching people anything through info products, software or video training then this template is for you.

Inspired by the blackboard, you can edit this to fit your coaching products and services. The realism and

design just jumps out of the website. This is the most effective design for any coaching program.
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------------------------------------------------------------ This template package comes with a .PSD file were you are

free to change anything you like. Also comes with an easy to edit .html/.css files were you can simply

copy & past your sales copy. Template #3: NewsPrint... This is the SAME template that I am using for this

salesletter. And as you can see each template is highly customizable. This one is for a beautiful

newspaper design on the grity concret ground. With a subtle foot print, and pencil drawing the viewers

into your copy. You can use this for news updates, or new launching new products and projects

effortlessly! ------------------------------------------------------------ This template package comes with a .PSD file

were you are free to change anything you like. Also comes with an easy to edit .html/.css files were you

can simply copy & past your sales copy. Template #4: DirtPaperStyle.. This is a more trendy style than

the others because its uses strong textures, and a very new wave design style. Maintaining the realism

with the taped up paper on a wall design. With a subtle fading wall paper texture. If you need something

refreshing and hip, then you need this template! ------------------------------------------------------------ This

template package comes with a .PSD file were you are free to change anything you like. Also comes with

an easy to edit .html/.css files were you can simply copy & past your sales copy. Template #5:

CoolPaper... This template is yet another trendy style that effectively uses realism with great design

elements that draw people into your sales letter and marketing efforts. With a great sticky note on the side

that you can showcase very important notices like limited numbers being sold, or a special deal. This is a

great example of design, and realism working together to be a powerful team for you!

------------------------------------------------------------ This template package comes with a .PSD file were you are

free to change anything you like. Also comes with an easy to edit .html/.css files were you can simply

copy & past your sales copy. Template #6: TornPaper.. This is a beautiful example of design that can be

used for any product, because its made to look like a torn piece of paper on a wood floor. Like the others,

it instantly grabs the attention, and it looks like you wrote them a personal note. This style of marketing is

way more personal and inviting then the "big business" look, and will lead to more sales for you!

------------------------------------------------------------ This template package comes with a .PSD file were you are

free to change anything you like. Also comes with an easy to edit .html/.css files were you can simply

copy & past your sales copy. Template #7: NotePadStyle2... Another notebook style that is a bit more

dark, and still has the fine paper lines to bring the realism to the next level. This is yet another example of

realism integrated into great design that leads to instant attention to your marketing efforts! This is a



proven design, and marketing tactic that will lead to a increase in your business!

------------------------------------------------------------ This template package comes with a .PSD file were you are

free to change anything you like. Also comes with an easy to edit .html/.css files were you can simply

copy & past your sales copy. These Are More Than Just Templates - They Are Marketing Blueprints Of

Proven Profitable Methods That Work Like Gangbusters! Sure, these are great looking templates, but

they are more than that. They are mini-blueprints of proven marketing tactics! Each template design style

and theme are based on proven and profitable marketing tactics that are working like clockwork all the

time... How many times have you seen a firesale? Or a exclusive limited time offer? I bet you have, and

you can see these themes work, and if at any time you are out of ideas for your next promotion. Just look

through the templates and pick a theme and go from there. Instant creativity for inspired marketing! Each

template is specially designed to not only look great but service a purpose. This is what sets my template

packages apart from others, because I actually take the time to make them fit a marketing theme and

follow through to perfection! Whenever your stuck on your next promotion... Just choose a marketing

theme, and go from there! :)
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